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About This Game

The Introduction
Oddly colorful, yet weirdly fun. Come take a dive into trip nation. Happy Pong will deliver your daily dose of abnormal in the
convenience of a video game. This visual buffet offers a wide array of animated sensory experiences for you to choose from.

Whatever happens, you are in for one wild ride.

The Gist

4 game modes to mix it up

25 effects to trip you up

The Explanation
Happy Pong is a psychedelic arcade game with crazy visual effects. Your job is to destroy waves of campers in an onslaught of

distortion; fight against the screen as you rack up points. Will you top the leaderboards?

The Backstory
You are under attack by unhappy campers looking to get up in your grill. Your goal is to use everything in your arsenal along
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with those leftover ingredients to show them who is the BOSS!

The notable improvements from the XBLIG version of the game

Major performance improvements

Insane effects

Better volume leveling and audio effects

Removed intro sequence
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Title: Happy Pong
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Poppgames
Publisher:
Poppgames
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2013
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Weeks ago, I found this game by accident on the Steam store. I shared a link to it with a friend just to joke about how weird it
f#cking looks. He joked about gifting it to me as a joke, and at the end days of the Summer sale, he actually did it. And holy
f#ck, what a let-down this thing is. Now sure, I wasn't exactly sure what to expect from it, but the whole game falls flat on my
opinion. And as I usually do, I'll start by talking about it's negative points.

First and foremost, the gameplay. It's f#cking boring. Have you ever played Arkanoid? Then this is it. The bulk of the gameplay
is the exact same f#cking thing. And the worst part is, it's easy as hell until you reach higher levels, however to reach higher
levels you gotta keep playing for 10 minutes in a game where even when you try to get yourself killed, it doesn't seem to happen.

Second, is the gimmick with the LSD-like effects. Sure they look cool, but the novelty of them wears off stupidly fast. Here's
the thing: the game on itself is boring and easy, adding those effects makes it nearly impossible to see what's happening... But it
won't matter because of you hold the trigger and move in one direction while spamming A, you'll still last for 15 minutes despite
not knowing what in the actual f#ck is happening. What's the point of the effects? To make it harder? To look cool? Who
knows, but it really doesn't do much to enhance the gameplay, it's just there as a selling point.

Third, the price. 3\u20ac ain't too bad but you'll expect a game this kind of average to get some sort of good deal during big
sales such as the Summer sale, which might I add, for most people it's the biggest one in Steam. Well, not for this game. All it
got was a miserable 15% discount with is nearly unnoticable. I even though of buying the game myself before the sale if it did
get a good discount but 15%? Even games that got released months ago got better discounts. And honestly, the game isn't worth
neither 3\u20ac or 2,40\u20ac. Maybe 1.

Lastly, the game looks... Kinda bland. Not talking about the seizure-inducing effects, those look cool, but the rest of the game?
All enemies are a variation of smiley faces either straight or turned upside down, the backgrounds rarely change the balls are
those same MS-Paint-looking smiley faces but green and at times with hats, most of it looks bland as hell, like something
straight out from the deepest parts of the Steam Greenlight.

Does the game have anything good though? Well...

The game works well with controllers. It's to be expected though, since as far as I'm aware, it was released first on Xbox360 and
then re-released on Steam.

The dev\/s did put a lot of effort on the LSD-like effects and the sounds. And for that they should be deeply commended.

...But I honestly can't think of anything else. I haven't played this game much, yeah. But there isn't really much to see before
you've seen it all. The whole game is all about some amazingly looking effects that don't really add up much to the whole
experience. Maybe it's fun to play this while high, who knows. But you gotta be high as hell on my oppinion to play too much of
it. I sure as hell though, gonna tell my friend to look if he can refund gifts.

TL;DR Edition: Cool effects and sounds on an underwhelming pong game that's not even pong, IT'S F#CKING ARKANOID
with smiley faces all over the place. The whole game is based around the novelty of having seizure-inducing effects that won't
let you see sh#t. It's a cool concept but executed poorly. Couldn't even stand an hour of this thing before I got sick and bored of
it.. i just roll up a blunt and put this on to see my problems fade away. i just roll up a blunt and put this on to see my problems
fade away. This is the biggest pile of rubbish i ever bought in my life , please shoot me now ... So many bugs and unplayable
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rubbish. I expected it to be a kind of trippy game ,colourfull and entertaining, wow was i wrong. There is no clear way to even
change the resolution im playin at 640 by god knows what i. Im faced with options to have thin ,sqaure, normal , screens ,
meaning borders no resolution change wtf.. delete.. Rather have gave the 1.99 to charity any of em my main one is 
helpforshitcoder.com... i hope u didnt make more than my 1.99 of here. Weeks ago, I found this game by accident on the Steam
store. I shared a link to it with a friend just to joke about how weird it f#cking looks. He joked about gifting it to me as a joke,
and at the end days of the Summer sale, he actually did it. And holy f#ck, what a let-down this thing is. Now sure, I wasn't
exactly sure what to expect from it, but the whole game falls flat on my opinion. And as I usually do, I'll start by talking about
it's negative points.

First and foremost, the gameplay. It's f#cking boring. Have you ever played Arkanoid? Then this is it. The bulk of the gameplay
is the exact same f#cking thing. And the worst part is, it's easy as hell until you reach higher levels, however to reach higher
levels you gotta keep playing for 10 minutes in a game where even when you try to get yourself killed, it doesn't seem to happen.

Second, is the gimmick with the LSD-like effects. Sure they look cool, but the novelty of them wears off stupidly fast. Here's
the thing: the game on itself is boring and easy, adding those effects makes it nearly impossible to see what's happening... But it
won't matter because of you hold the trigger and move in one direction while spamming A, you'll still last for 15 minutes despite
not knowing what in the actual f#ck is happening. What's the point of the effects? To make it harder? To look cool? Who
knows, but it really doesn't do much to enhance the gameplay, it's just there as a selling point.

Third, the price. 3\u20ac ain't too bad but you'll expect a game this kind of average to get some sort of good deal during big
sales such as the Summer sale, which might I add, for most people it's the biggest one in Steam. Well, not for this game. All it
got was a miserable 15% discount with is nearly unnoticable. I even though of buying the game myself before the sale if it did
get a good discount but 15%? Even games that got released months ago got better discounts. And honestly, the game isn't worth
neither 3\u20ac or 2,40\u20ac. Maybe 1.

Lastly, the game looks... Kinda bland. Not talking about the seizure-inducing effects, those look cool, but the rest of the game?
All enemies are a variation of smiley faces either straight or turned upside down, the backgrounds rarely change the balls are
those same MS-Paint-looking smiley faces but green and at times with hats, most of it looks bland as hell, like something
straight out from the deepest parts of the Steam Greenlight.

Does the game have anything good though? Well...

The game works well with controllers. It's to be expected though, since as far as I'm aware, it was released first on Xbox360 and
then re-released on Steam.

The dev\/s did put a lot of effort on the LSD-like effects and the sounds. And for that they should be deeply commended.

...But I honestly can't think of anything else. I haven't played this game much, yeah. But there isn't really much to see before
you've seen it all. The whole game is all about some amazingly looking effects that don't really add up much to the whole
experience. Maybe it's fun to play this while high, who knows. But you gotta be high as hell on my oppinion to play too much of
it. I sure as hell though, gonna tell my friend to look if he can refund gifts.

TL;DR Edition: Cool effects and sounds on an underwhelming pong game that's not even pong, IT'S F#CKING ARKANOID
with smiley faces all over the place. The whole game is based around the novelty of having seizure-inducing effects that won't
let you see sh#t. It's a cool concept but executed poorly. Couldn't even stand an hour of this thing before I got sick and bored of
it.. O...M...G!!!! WOW!! I think I'm in love...lol. This has to be the trippiest game ever created, and can get so outragiously
trippy that it ramps up the difficulty factor...and that's a GOOD thing! An AWESOME thing! If people could be this vivid and
colorful, I wouldn't have to spend so much of my time GAMING...lol. Seriously though, this is an AMAZING game to
expeience, and man, am I glad I chose to get this game. Finally, I can quit psychotropic substances! lol More an experience than
a game...but be warned...if you don't appreciate vibrant hallucinogenic colors accompanying your 'pong' or 'breakout' type
games...don't partake in Happy Pong here...but if you are at all inclined to the colorful, this is a must-get. Trust me on that...lol..
Honestly, this game is very well made. The mechanics are very fun, and in the end, very hard. Super challenging without any of
the modifiers on and with the modifiers, can be almost impossible (But wow, visually they are f-ing awesome)!

I really think this game would catch on more if the UI was a bit simpler and cleaner looking, but again thats the main catch of
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this game; a trippy, psychedelic game with insane and crazy effects!

Worth the $2.50~. Very fun to pickup and putdown when bored.. Weeks ago, I found this game by accident on the Steam store.
I shared a link to it with a friend just to joke about how weird it f#cking looks. He joked about gifting it to me as a joke, and at
the end days of the Summer sale, he actually did it. And holy f#ck, what a let-down this thing is. Now sure, I wasn't exactly sure
what to expect from it, but the whole game falls flat on my opinion. And as I usually do, I'll start by talking about it's negative
points.

First and foremost, the gameplay. It's f#cking boring. Have you ever played Arkanoid? Then this is it. The bulk of the gameplay
is the exact same f#cking thing. And the worst part is, it's easy as hell until you reach higher levels, however to reach higher
levels you gotta keep playing for 10 minutes in a game where even when you try to get yourself killed, it doesn't seem to happen.

Second, is the gimmick with the LSD-like effects. Sure they look cool, but the novelty of them wears off stupidly fast. Here's
the thing: the game on itself is boring and easy, adding those effects makes it nearly impossible to see what's happening... But it
won't matter because of you hold the trigger and move in one direction while spamming A, you'll still last for 15 minutes despite
not knowing what in the actual f#ck is happening. What's the point of the effects? To make it harder? To look cool? Who
knows, but it really doesn't do much to enhance the gameplay, it's just there as a selling point.

Third, the price. 3\u20ac ain't too bad but you'll expect a game this kind of average to get some sort of good deal during big
sales such as the Summer sale, which might I add, for most people it's the biggest one in Steam. Well, not for this game. All it
got was a miserable 15% discount with is nearly unnoticable. I even though of buying the game myself before the sale if it did
get a good discount but 15%? Even games that got released months ago got better discounts. And honestly, the game isn't worth
neither 3\u20ac or 2,40\u20ac. Maybe 1.

Lastly, the game looks... Kinda bland. Not talking about the seizure-inducing effects, those look cool, but the rest of the game?
All enemies are a variation of smiley faces either straight or turned upside down, the backgrounds rarely change the balls are
those same MS-Paint-looking smiley faces but green and at times with hats, most of it looks bland as hell, like something
straight out from the deepest parts of the Steam Greenlight.

Does the game have anything good though? Well...

The game works well with controllers. It's to be expected though, since as far as I'm aware, it was released first on Xbox360 and
then re-released on Steam.

The dev\/s did put a lot of effort on the LSD-like effects and the sounds. And for that they should be deeply commended.

...But I honestly can't think of anything else. I haven't played this game much, yeah. But there isn't really much to see before
you've seen it all. The whole game is all about some amazingly looking effects that don't really add up much to the whole
experience. Maybe it's fun to play this while high, who knows. But you gotta be high as hell on my oppinion to play too much of
it. I sure as hell though, gonna tell my friend to look if he can refund gifts.

TL;DR Edition: Cool effects and sounds on an underwhelming pong game that's not even pong, IT'S F#CKING ARKANOID
with smiley faces all over the place. The whole game is based around the novelty of having seizure-inducing effects that won't
let you see sh#t. It's a cool concept but executed poorly. Couldn't even stand an hour of this thing before I got sick and bored of
it.
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O...M...G!!!! WOW!! I think I'm in love...lol. This has to be the trippiest game ever created, and can get so outragiously trippy
that it ramps up the difficulty factor...and that's a GOOD thing! An AWESOME thing! If people could be this vivid and
colorful, I wouldn't have to spend so much of my time GAMING...lol. Seriously though, this is an AMAZING game to
expeience, and man, am I glad I chose to get this game. Finally, I can quit psychotropic substances! lol More an experience than
a game...but be warned...if you don't appreciate vibrant hallucinogenic colors accompanying your 'pong' or 'breakout' type
games...don't partake in Happy Pong here...but if you are at all inclined to the colorful, this is a must-get. Trust me on that...lol..
Honestly, this game is very well made. The mechanics are very fun, and in the end, very hard. Super challenging without any of
the modifiers on and with the modifiers, can be almost impossible (But wow, visually they are f-ing awesome)!

I really think this game would catch on more if the UI was a bit simpler and cleaner looking, but again thats the main catch of
this game; a trippy, psychedelic game with insane and crazy effects!

Worth the $2.50~. Very fun to pickup and putdown when bored.. This is the biggest pile of rubbish i ever bought in my life ,
please shoot me now ... So many bugs and unplayable rubbish. I expected it to be a kind of trippy game ,colourfull and
entertaining, wow was i wrong. There is no clear way to even change the resolution im playin at 640 by god knows what i. Im
faced with options to have thin ,sqaure, normal , screens , meaning borders no resolution change wtf.. delete.. Rather have gave
the 1.99 to charity any of em my main one is helpforshitcoder.com... i hope u didnt make more than my 1.99 of here. i just roll
up a blunt and put this on to see my problems fade away. Honestly, this game is very well made. The mechanics are very fun,
and in the end, very hard. Super challenging without any of the modifiers on and with the modifiers, can be almost impossible
(But wow, visually they are f-ing awesome)!

I really think this game would catch on more if the UI was a bit simpler and cleaner looking, but again thats the main catch of
this game; a trippy, psychedelic game with insane and crazy effects!

Worth the $2.50~. Very fun to pickup and putdown when bored.. O...M...G!!!! WOW!! I think I'm in love...lol. This has to be
the trippiest game ever created, and can get so outragiously trippy that it ramps up the difficulty factor...and that's a GOOD
thing! An AWESOME thing! If people could be this vivid and colorful, I wouldn't have to spend so much of my time
GAMING...lol. Seriously though, this is an AMAZING game to expeience, and man, am I glad I chose to get this game. Finally,
I can quit psychotropic substances! lol More an experience than a game...but be warned...if you don't appreciate vibrant
hallucinogenic colors accompanying your 'pong' or 'breakout' type games...don't partake in Happy Pong here...but if you are at
all inclined to the colorful, this is a must-get. Trust me on that...lol.. This is the biggest pile of rubbish i ever bought in my life ,
please shoot me now ... So many bugs and unplayable rubbish. I expected it to be a kind of trippy game ,colourfull and
entertaining, wow was i wrong. There is no clear way to even change the resolution im playin at 640 by god knows what i. Im
faced with options to have thin ,sqaure, normal , screens , meaning borders no resolution change wtf.. delete.. Rather have gave
the 1.99 to charity any of em my main one is helpforshitcoder.com... i hope u didnt make more than my 1.99 of here
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